NSTSE
HIERARCHY OF AWARDS

ALL INDIA Achievers 1 to 100 Ranks:
Those who got ALL INDIA RANK 1-100 have been declared as ALL INDIA
achievers.
STATE WISE Achievers 1 to 3
State wise achievers have been declared after excluding the top 100 ranks across
the country.
If a student gets state 1st rank and All India Rank below 100, then he/she is
regarded as National Achiever. Students with All India Rank above 100 are
considered for State Achievers.
CITY WISE TOPPER
A city wise topper has been declared after the top 100 ranks across the country &
State wise achievers.
SCHOOL TOPPER
School Topper in your school.
CLASS TOPPER
Class Topper of your class in your school

NSTSE TOPPER
NSTSE Topper: A student of any class who achieves 100% marks is awarded with
prize money of Rs. 2, 00,000. If none of the students achieves the same, then the
student who achieves the highest percentage of marks among all the classes is
awarded with Rs. 1, 00,000. If there is more than one student who achieves the
same, the prize money is distributed equally. Each topper gets either this prize or
the regular prize.

Why do students of the same class with similar total marks have different
National Ranks?
When more than one student gets an equal top score, priority for awarding ranks will
be according to marks acquired in the following specified order of subjects:
Mathematics (Biology for PCB group), physics, chemistry, biology and General
Questions.

I want to know my rank at city level of exam NSTSE. But I do not find on
your website.
We only declare All India and State Ranks.
City Wise achievers are declared only for selected cities.
Note: City Rank (for every Class) will be declared for the classes having a minimum
participation of 500 students in a particular city.
Selected Cities:
Bangalore, Bareilly, Bhubaneswar + Cuttack, Mohali + Panchkula, Chennai,
Faridabad + Gurgaon, Hyderabad, Indore, Jalandhar, Jaipur, Kolkata, Kanpur, Kota,
Lucknow, Mumbai, Nagpur, Nasik, Noida + Ghaziabad, Pune, Varanasi, Yamuna
nagar + Karnal + Ambala + Kurukshetra, Vadodara and Visakhapatnam.
I scored All India Rank 95. Why have I not been shown in City wise toppers
list?
Yours is an All India rank (AIR), at a higher level. Your rank is based on All India
Level participation while City rank is only based on a particular City.
Note: City wise toppers are declared excluding top 100 All India Ranks & State
Toppers.
I appeared for NSTSE. Will I get the certificate?
We will send the Participation Certificate & Student’s Performance Report (if student
has opted).
I want to get the information to assess my relative performance, Maximum
marks scored by topper in each class.
You can check the same from this link. www.unifiedcouncil.com/achievers.aspx
What does “- -” in Rank column mean?
The marks of a student who gets less than 30 percentage of marks is shown with
“—-“.

